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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE No.2 

SONITPUR :: TEZPUR 

 

Sessions Case No 262 of 2013 

Under section 304-B/306 I.P.C 

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 1018 of 2013 

 

   State of Assam 

–Vs– 

                                       Sri Rintu Nath  ... Accused    

 

Present 

Ms. A. Ajitsaria, AJS, 

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 

Date of Evidence    :   26.06.2014, 02.09.2014, 28.10.2014 

Date of Argument   :   20.06.2015 

Date of Judgment   :   04.07.2015 

For the State          :    K. Adikhari, Addl Public Prosecutor. 

For the accused      :   Sri D. Hazarika, Advocate. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in a nutshell, is that Sri Gopal Baruah lodged an FIR 

on 5-5-13 stating, inter alia, that his daughter Smt  Nizara Baruah had been given in 

marriage to the accused Rintu Nath in the year 2011 as both had a love affair. It 

was further stated that he had learnt that after their marriage, the accused 

demanded dowry and as he could not meet the demand because of poverty, the 

accused and his family members inflicted mental cruelty on her and the accused 

also physically assaulted her. It was further stated that on 4.5.13 when he called his 
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daughter on the mobile he found it to be switched off which gave rise to suspicion. 

Later, he came to know at 10 AM that her daughter died of hanging. It was stated 

that the informant believed that her daughter had not committed suicide but the 

accused had killed her. The said case was registered as 48/2013 u/s 304 (B) IPC. 

  

2. After due investigation, charge-sheet was submitted against the accused 

person, namely, Sri Rintu Nath under section 304-B/306 IPC. 

 

3. The accused Rintu Nath entered appearance and after observing necessary 

formalities, the offence being Sessions triable, was committed to the Court of 

Sessions for trial by the Ld Addl. Chief Judicial Divisional Magistrate, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur. 

 

4. After hearing both sides and on perusal of the police report furnished u/s 

173 of the Cr.P.C, formal charge u/s 304-B/306 IPC was framed, against Sri Rintu 

Nath and the same was read over and explained to the accused person, to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Hence, this trial. 

 

5. In support of the case, the prosecution examined twelve witnesses and 

defence examined none. The plea of defence is of total denial. 

 

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused person was examined 

u/s 313 of the CrPC. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

(i) Whether the death of the wife of the accused person, Nizara Baruah, 

was caused other than normal circumstances and whether she was 

subjected to cruelty or harassment by the accused person for or in 

connection with dowry demand ? 
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(ii)  Whether the wife of the accused person, namely, Nizara Baruah 

committed suicide and the accused abetted the commission of suicide by his 

wife? 

 

7. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and heard arguments of 

both sides.  

DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF 

8. PW- 1, Golap Baruah deposed that the accused was his son-in-law and the 

deceased, Nizara his daughter. PW 1 stated that his daughter died on 5.5.2013. PW 

1 stated that the accused had taken away his daughter four years ago and later 

after two months, both the families got together and gave, the accused and his 

daughter, in marriage. PW 1 stated that after 6 months of marriage her daughter 

came to his house crying and said that more marriage articles /dowry ought to have 

been given. PW 1 stated that her daughter had informed him that she was beaten 

up by the accused for dowry. PW 1 stated that many a times her daughter had 

come crying and repeated that she was beaten up by the accused for dowry and 

each time he had gone and kept her back in the house of the accused . PW 1 stated 

that her daughter had last come with her child in the month of Savan and again 

informed him that she was beaten up for dowry by  the accused. PW 1 stated that 

one day, when her daughter was in her house and he was working in the field,  the 

accused came to his house and tied her daughter and beat her up. PW 1 stated that 

neighbours came and released his daughter from being tied and the quarrel was 

broken. PW 1 stated that he had sold a child bull to meet the demands of the 

accused so that she would be happy and he could give her a steel godrej as 

demanded by , the accused,  as dowry but he could not give her the same since by 

the time, her daughter died. PW 1 stated that on 5.5.2013, he received information 

that his daughter had died and he went to the house of the accused and saw that 

her dead body was lying below two cots with her head beneath the cot on one side; 

body beneath the cot on other side and stomach could be seen exposed in between 

the two cots. PW 1 stated that there was no one at home; many people were there 
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outside and police of Udaluguri PS were there. PW 1 stated that after he had gone 

to the house of the accused, “Borma” of the accused and VDP Secretary came to 

the spot and they informed him that she died by hanging. PW 1 stated that VDP 

Secretary had informed her that on the same morning, there was a quarrel between 

, the accused and his daughter  for money and dowry. PW 1 stated that he 

suspected that her daughter was killed by the accused because we could not give 

dowry. PW 1 stated that he lodged FIR which was written by his brother (Ext 1). PW 

1 stated that after one week of the occurrence, VDP Secretary came with two 

people in his house and threatened him to take back the case or else he would be in 

trouble.  

 

9. PW 1, in the cross examination stated that the accused had an affair with his 

daughter and he had taken away his  daughter so that he could marry her. PW 1 

stated that the accused had not demanded any dowry from him. PW 1 stated that 

he did not have a son. PW 1 denied the suggestion that he told Rintu to be 

Gharjamai and that was why formal marriage between the accused and his 

daughter was delayed for 2 months. The marriage took place in the house of the 

accused. PW 1 denied the suggestion that the question of demand of dowry did not 

arise, that his daughter was not beaten up by the accused and that she never used 

to cry and come to his house, that he used to compel his daughter to come to his 

house so that the accused would be compelled to come and stay in his house as 

Gharjamri. PW 1 stated that he knew that the accused was a mason. PW 1 denied 

that the accused has parents and brother and married sister. PW 1 stated that his 

daughter had given birth to a son a year before her death. PW 1 denied the 

suggestion that he went to the house of the accused and forced the accused to 

celebrate the birthday of his son/his nephew in his house and that is why there was 

quarrelling and animosity. PW 1 stated that he had heard that at the time of death, 

the father of the accused was under treatment at Kanaklata Civil Hospital. PW 1 

stated the he heard that he was operated on the day before his daughter died. PW 

1 stated that he could not say whether the accused was in his house at the time 
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when his daughter died. PW 1 stated that one person by the name of Jagat Nath 

was found murdered near the house of the accused. PW 1 stated that he could not 

say who was arrested in connection with the same case. PW 1 denied the 

suggestion that he  did not sell the child bull to meet the demand of steel almira of 

the accused, that the accused never demanded steel almira. PW 1 stated that Kalia 

Borah rang him up and informed him about the death of his daughter. PW 1 stated 

that he was there in the field when the call on his mobile came. PW 1 stated that he 

along with his wife went to the house of the accused which was about 4 km from 

his house on a cycle and he reached there about 11.30 AM. PW 1 stated that there 

were no family members in the house of the accused when we reached there. PW 1 

stated that he saw Kalia Borah there. PW 1 stated the he did not see the son of his 

daughter too, in the house of the accused. PW 1 stated that villagers brought them 

back to their house. PW 1 stated that he did not see what the police did. PW 1 

stated that he did not know the name of the village VDP Secretary of the village of 

the accused who came to threaten him. PW 1 stated that he knew his house. PW 1 

stated that he did not talk with anyone except “Borma” and the VDP Secretary. PW 

1 stated that while they were being taken to their house by the villagers, he had 

seen the accused on the way. PW 1 stated that when he saw the dead body of his 

daughter, she was completely dressed. PW 1 stated that he did not see any 

bleeding . PW 1 stated that he only saw two dark spots on the neck. PW 1 denied 

the suggestion that since he did not stay back for the cremation of his daughter and 

did not wait to see what the police did, he had no affection for his daughter. PW 1 

stated that he lodged the FIR on the same date.  PW 1 denied the suggestion that 

he lodged the false FIR because the accused spent Rs.5000/- which he had given to 

the accused for celebrating the birthday of his son/their nephew, on the treatment 

of the father of the accused. PW 1 stated that he had given Rs.5000/- to the 

accused to celebrate his son‟s/their nephew‟s birthday. PW 1 stated that he had 

gone to the writer of the FIR and asked him to write the FIR wherein it was written 

that his daughter had been murdered. PW 1 denied the suggestion that he had filed 

false FIR (Ext 1) and falsely stated that his daughter died because of dowry demand 
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by the accused. PW 1 stated that after the death of his daughter he did not go to 

enquire about his nephew/son of his deceased daughter. PW 1 stated that the 

incident of the accused beating his daughter in his house occurred when he was in 

the field. Ritu Rajbonshi, Ramesh Rajbonshi and other neighbours told him about 

the same. PW 1 stated that the said incident occurred before one and a half months 

before his daughter died. PW 1 denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely 

regarding the accused tying and beating his daughter, that he had brought his 

daughter in his house and since the accused came to take away his daughter and 

her son : he had deposed falsely. PW 1 denied the suggestion that his daughter 

committed suicide because he had inflicted mental torture upon her. PW 1 denied 

the suggestion that since his daughter lost her balance because of his pressures, 

she committed suicide. 

 

10.  PW- 2, Smt Ritu Rajbonshi deposed that Nizara was the wife of the accused. 

PW 2 stated that she was the neighbour of Nizara‟s parent. In the month of Aghun, 

before Nizara died, there was a quarrel between  the accused and Nizara in the 

house of Nizara‟s parents. PW 2 stated that at the time, none else was there in the 

house of the parents of Nizara. On hearing the quarrelling voices, she saw that 

Nizara‟s hands were tied at the back with a gamucha. She then picked up Nizara‟s 

child. PW 2 stated that she sent Sangita Rajbonshi to call the parents of Nizara from 

the field. PW 2 stated that Mama, Ramesh Biashya came and untied the hands of 

Nizara.  

 

11. PW 1 was declared hostile by the prosecution and in cross examination by 

the prosecution, PW 1 denied that she stated before the police that Nizara had told 

her that she was beaten up for dowry and that because she was tortured she was 

compelled to commit suicide.  

 

12. In cross examination by the defence PW 1 admitted that she had not state 

before the police that she had seen Nizara being tied with gamucha by the accused, 
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that she had sent her Jaa, Sangita Rajbonshi to call the parents of the Nizara and 

villagers came and opened the same. PW 2 stated that she did not say before the 

police as the police did not ask her the same. PW 2 stated that she did not 

remember before how many days prior to Nizara‟s death the incident narrated by 

her had occurred.  PW 2 stated that Nizara was there in the house of her parents 

for about 7 days before the occurrence when she had seen her hands tied.  PW 2 

denied the suggestion that PW 1, father of Nizara had brought Nizara and her son 

to his house. 

 

13.  PW- 3, Ramesh Baishya stated that his house was about 3 km away from 

the house of the in laws of the accused. PW 3 stated that he heard that there was a 

quarrel between the accused and the deceased and that the wife of the accused/, 

Nizara committed suicide. 

 

14. PW 3 was declared hostile at the instance of the prosecution. In cross 

examination by the prosecution, PW3 denied that he stated before the police that 

“Rintu Nath came and beat Nizara Baruah Debi in the house of his in laws, he had 

conciliated for two days. However, because she could not bear the torture she used 

to come to her mother‟s house and he came behind her and when her parents were 

not at home, he beat up Nizara and went away. And later after few days he took 

her back. They had learnt from Nizara that he used to inflict cruelty for dowry. Since 

she could not bear his cruelty, she was compelled to commit suicide. .” PW 2 denied 

the suggestion that she had deposed falsely for the sake of the accused and that 

she had spoken the truth before the police.  

 

15. In cross examination by defence PW 3 stated that she did not state before 

the police in the manner as stated by the Ld Adll PP. PW 3 stated that police called 

him and he had stated before the police that there was quarrel between the 

accused and his wife.  PW 3 stated that the accused himself had called him when 

there was a quarrel between the accused and his wife and that he told him that 
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Nizara was angry as the accused had come to take her and she wanted to harm the 

child. PW 3 stated that he went when called by accused.  PW 3 stated that he did 

not see the occurrence. 

 

16.  PW- 4, Sri Bhadeswar Nath deposed that he had no knowledge about the 

occurrence. The defence declined to cross examine PW 4. 

 

17.  PW- 5, Smt Bhabani Debi deposed that , the accused was her nephew and 

the deceased was the wife of the accused, who had died. PW 5 stated that she was 

at home in the morning on the date of occurrence when she heard that Nizara‟s son 

was crying, she went and saw Nizara „s body was hanging on a rope.  

 

18. In cross examination, PW 5 stated that because the child was crying, people 

asked her to go and she went to the house of the accused. PW 5 stated that in the 

morning Nizara had cooked. PW 5 stated that she had also gone to Nizara‟s house 

to enquire about Nizara‟s father-in-law, as the latter was in the hospital. PW 5 

stated that she did not suspect anyone. PW 5 stated that the relationship of the 

accused and his wife was good. 

 

19.   PW- 6, Hara Kanta Nath stated that incident occurred in the month of May, 

2013, on which day, he was at home and at about 9.30 AM he, being the VDP 

Secretary was informed that Nizara had died and accordingly he went to the house 

of the accused. PW-6 stated that he saw the dead body of the wife of the accused 

lying on the floor, she had been brought down from the hanging position. PW 6 

stated that he informed the police, police came and enquired and took away the 

dead body.   

 

20. In cross examination, PW 6 stated that he had heard that the accused had 

taken money and gone to Tezpur to give the money for the treatment of his father. 

PW 6 stated he had not seen the accused/Rintu in the house when he had gone to 
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the house of the accused. PW 6 stated that he was not there when the dead body 

was brought down. PW 6 denied the suggestion that he threatened PW 1 to take 

back the case or else he would be in trouble, that he told PW 1 that there was a 

quarrel between the accused and his wife in the morning of the occurrence. 

 

21.  PW- 7, Anima Debi deposed that she heard that Nizara‟s son was crying and 

she went and called Bhadeswar Nath. PW 7 stated that then “Borma”, Smt Bhabani 

Debi went to the house of the accused. The room which was locked from inside was 

opened from outside, by Smt Bhabani Devi. PW 7 stated that “Borma” saw that the 

child was crying and Nizara was hanging on a rope.   

 

22. In cross examination, PW 7 stated that she had not gone inside as she was 

scared and she returned home. PW 7 stated that Bhabani informed her that Nizara 

had died. PW 7 stated that apart from Nizara and her child there was none at home. 

PW 7 stated that the accused had gone to Tezpur with money for the treatment of 

his father and that he was not at home when the occurrence took place. 

 

23. PW- 8, Dr Atul Kr Kalita deposed that on 6.5.13, he conducted post mortem 

on the body of Nizara Devi and found the following: 

“External appearance, Rigor Mortis present. Mouth and eyes partially opened. 

One ligature mark was noted which was non-continuous, oblique, high up in the 

neck with the knot below the right ears. Parchmentization was noted on the ligature 

mark. (discolouration and leatherly pattern of the tissue under the ligature mark) 

Internal organs were congested. Under the Neck: Atlento axial dislocation was seen. 

(Connecting part of the spine and skull)”. PW 8 stated that in his opinion the death 

was due to asphyxia as a result of ante mortem hanging. PW 2 exhibited as Exhibit 

2, the Post Mortem Report.  

 

24. In cross examination by the defence PW 8 stated that apart from the 

dislocation and the ligature mark no other injury was found. PW 8 stated that the 
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dislocation may have been caused due to hanging. PW 8 stated that since rigor 

mortis was present the death may have occurred more than eight hours before the 

time of examination. PW 8 stated that there was no mark of violence on the body. 

 

25.  PW- 9, Tutu Boruah deposed that deceased, Nizara Baruah (Debi) was her 

daughter and she was given into marriage with the accused about 1 year before the 

occurrence. PW 9 stated that he went to Ujarachuk to the house of the accused and 

found Nizara lying below the cot. PW 9 stated that the accused used to demand 

dowry and since they could not pay,  used to inflict cruelty on her daughter. PW 9 

stated that earlier on many occasions her daughter had returned from her 

matrimonial home. PW 9 stated that her daughter was beaten up and the accused 

had beaten her in their house too. PW 9 stated that on many occasions she had 

asked her daughter to keep patience and sent her back. PW 9 stated that 

thereafter, the accused,  killed her daughter. 

 

26. In cross examination, PW 9 stated that her daughter had given birth to one 

boy, nine months before the date of occurrence. PW 9 stated that the accused was 

demanding dowry since before the birth of his child. PW 9 denied the suggestion 

that the accused did not inflict cruelty on her daughter and did not demand dowry 

since they had not lodged any complaint with the gaon bura or in the police station 

with regard to the same. PW 9 denied the suggestion that she had deposed falsely 

since they had allowed their daughter to return to the house of the accused. PW 9 

denied not having stated before the police that the accused beat up her daughter 

even when she came to their house, after suffering from cruelty at the hands of the 

accused. PW 9 stated that on receipt of information over telephone about the 

occurrence, both she and her husband went to the place of occurrence. PW 9 stated 

that she was the one who received the phone call and at that time her husband was 

in the field. PW 9 stated that she could not say who all were in the house of the 

accused when they reached there. PW 9 stated that she looked for the son of the 

accused /her daughter but none showed her where the minor child was. PW 9 
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stated that after the death of her daughter she did not visit the house of the 

accused again and she did not look for the son of the accused. PW 9 stated that till 

the date of her deposition, she had not gone and seen how her daughter‟s son was. 

PW 9 denied the suggestion that it was only on suspicion Rintu was named as an 

accused. PW 9 stated that she did not have knowledge whether before the date 

occurrence, the father of the accused was admitted at Kanaklata Civil Hospital for 

treatment. PW 9 stated that she could not say whether the mother of the accused 

and the brother of the accused were in Kanaklata Civil Hospital, since a day before 

the occurrence for the treatment of the father of the accused. PW 9 stated that she 

did not see the accused at the place of occurrence on the day she visited the house 

of the accused. PW 9 stated that she did not see the parents of the accused and the 

brother of the accused when she reached her house, on coming to know the 

occurrence. PW 9 denied the suggestion that she knew that the neighbours had 

taken away the child from near the dead body of her daughter. PW 9 denied the 

suggestion that her daughter committed suicide. PW 9 denied the suggestion that 

they did not have any love and affection for their daughter, the accused and their 

child and therefore they had lodged the present case only to harass the accused. 

PW 9 denied the suggestion that she had deposed falsely and that they had not 

demanded dowry and the same was not the reason why she died. 

 

27. PW- 10, Smt Sangeeta Rajbonshi stated that her house was near the 

maternal house of the deceased. She stated that she was cooking rice and she 

heard Nizara shout “bau” “bau”. PW 10 stated that she came out of her house and 

saw , the accused was beating Nizara. PW 10 stated that Nizara‟s parents had gone 

for hazira and she went to call their parents and returned with her parents. PW 10 

stated that the accused had tied Nizara‟s hand at the back with gamucha, villagers 

opened her hand. PW 10 stated that earlier too on many occasions Nizara had come 

to her maternal house after quarrelling with the accused.  
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28. In cross examination, PW 10 stated that police recorded her statement after 

the death of Nizara. PW 9 denied the suggestion that had not stated before hte IO 

that on hearing the shouting of Nizara, she went to the house of accused, saw her 

hands were tied at the back and went to call her parents; villagers opened her tied 

hand. PW 10 stated the occurrence narrated by her occurred about one week 

before the death of Nizara. PW 10 stated that just about the time Nizara died, her 

child‟s birthday was coming and he was about to be 12 months of age. PW 10 

stated that she could not say whether Nizara pushed her child away, when the 

accused had come to take both her and her child to his house to celebrate the 

child‟s brother. PW 10 denied the suggestion that when the accused had come to 

take them, Nizara pushed /threw her child on the floor, there was commotion in 

their house, that the accused had not tied Nizara‟s hand. PW 10 stated that she 

could not say as to about what had happened in the house of Nizara, at the time of 

death. 

 

29. PW- 11, Sri Betharam Kalita deposed that police came to Ujarapar and 

conducted inquest on the dead body of the deceased/Nizara and prepared Ext 3, 

the Inquest Report.  

 

30. In cross examination, PW 11 stated that the dead body of Nizara was lying 

on the floor when he went to the house of the accused.PW 11 stated that he 

informed the police over the telephone through the VDP Secretary and he was there 

till the police came. PW 11 stated that the parents of the accused and his brother 

were not in their house on the date of occurrence as one day before the date of 

occurrence, father of the accused was in Kanaklata Civil Hospital for treatment. PW 

11 stated that the accused too was not at home on the date of occurrence. PW 11 

stated that he heard that the neighbours took the child of the accused as Nizara‟s 

dead body was lying in her house. PW 11 stated that when Nizara‟s parents reached 

the place of occurrence/house of the accused, he was present. PW 11 stated that 

while inquest was being conducted, Nizara‟s parents were present. PW 11 stated 
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that he could not say whether the plastic rope near the dead body was seized by 

the police or not. PW 11 stated that no complaint or information was lodged or 

given to him, as a Gaonbura of the village by the parents of Nizara regarding any 

demand of dowry or inflicting of cruelty by the accused upon his wife. PW 11 stated 

that they had not informed the police to the effect that Nizara had been 

“murdered”. 

 

31. PW- 12, Sri Daneswar Deka deposed that on 5.5.2013 he was posted at 

Jamuguri PS. On the said day, Gulap Baruah lodged an FIR (Ext 1) and the same 

was registered as Jamuguri PS Case No. 48 of 2013 u/s 304 B IPC. PW 12 stated 

that during investigation he visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement 

of witnesses, prepared sketch map (Ext 5). PW 12 stated that on 5.5.2013 

information was received at Jamuguri PS that there was a case of hanging at 

Ujarachuk. On receipt of the said information UD Case No. 6/13 was registered by 

Kudrat Ali, ASI.  Inquest was conducted by ASI Kudrat Ali and report being  Ext 3 

prepared by ASI Kudrat Ali. PW 12 identified the signature of Kudrat Ali. PW 12 

stated that dead body was sent for post mortem vide dead body challan (Ext 4). PW 

12 stated that on completion of investigation and being satisfied, he submitted 

chargesheet (Ext 6) against , the accused person. PW 12 confirmed the statements 

of witness Ritu Rajbonshi  (PW 2) as Ext 7, that of Ramesh Baishya (PW3) as Ext 

Ext 8. 

 

32. In cross examination, PW 12 stated that the investigation of the case began 

with the receipt of telephonic information about a case of hanging and investigation 

began on 5.5.2013 with UD case. PW 12 stated that there was no entry to that 

effect in the case dairy. PW 12 stated that in the case dairy recordings were of 

Jamuguri PS Case 48 of 2013. PW 12 denied the suggestion that the police had kept 

the information first received at the police station in respect of the occurrence and 

FIR lodged has been shown as the first information, purposely. PW 12 stated that 

on receipt of any information GDE was made in the police station. PW 12 stated that 
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he had not produced the GDE in the instant case as the same was recorded in the 

UD Case which was registered on the basis of the telephonic information. PW 12 

stated that Ext 1 was received and registered on 6.5.2013 in the Jamuguri PS. PW 

12 stated that he had not mentioned the time of receipt of the FIR on the body of 

the FIR. PW 12 stated that he registered the Jamuguri case No. 48 of 2013 u/s 304 

(B) IPC. PW 12 stated that during investigation he found sufficient materials u/s 304 

(B) IPC. PW 12 denied the suggestion that he did not investigated the case in 

accordance with law and had conducted the investigation perfunctorily. PW 12 

stated that Kudrat Ali had not been shown as witness in the instant case. PW 12 

stated that he recorded the statement of Gulap Baruah , the complainant on 

8.5.2013 in his house. PW 12 stated that he did not record the statement of Gulap 

Baurah on 6.5.2013, the date of lodging FIR. PW 12 denied the suggestion that the 

witness Tutu Baruah (PW 9) had not stated before him that the accused had beaten 

her daughter. PW 12 stated that witness Sangita Rajbonshi had not stated before 

him that she heard hue and cry of Nizara and went to the house of Nizara/father in 

law of the accused, she saw the hands of Nizara to be tied, she went and called 

Nizara‟s parents and villagers opened the hands of Nizara. PW 12 stated that 

witness Betharam Kalita (PW 11) did not state before him that Nizara was 

murdered. PW 12 stated that in the Inquest report it is stated that there was a 

plastic rope at the place of occurrence but the said rope was not seized during 

investigation. PW 12 stated that he had not indicate in the sketch map where the 

dead body was exactly found. PW 12 stated that he did not investigate with whom 

the child of the deceased was, after the occurrence. 

 

33. In the instant case it is first to be ascertained whether Nizara, wife of the 

accused committed suicide or not. From the evidence of the Medical officer / PW 8 it 

is seen that the following was detected on post mortem: One ligature mark was 

noted which was non-continuous, oblique, high up in the neck with the knot below 

the right ears. Parchmentization was noted on the ligature mark. (discolouration and 

leatherly pattern of the tissue under the ligature mark) 
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Internal organs were congested. Under the Neck: Atlento axial dislocation was seen. 

(Connecting part of the spine and skull)”.. The MO opined that death was caused 

due to “asphyxia as a result of ante mortem hanging”. It has come on record 

through PW 5, PW 7 and PW 9 that the accused was not in his house /place of 

occurrence when the occurrence took place. In fact none of the other family 

members of the accused were there at home when the occurrence took place as 

they were attending to the father of the accused who was hospitalised and 

underwent operation on the day before the occurrence. The door of the room where 

the dead body was ultimately found, was locked from inside and the same was 

opened by PW 5, who was the first one to see Nizara‟s body hanging and the minor 

child crying. Thus, from the evidence on record, it is established that Nizara‟s death 

was due to hanging and that she committed suicide.  

 

34. Next question to be ascertained is whether there is sufficient evidence to 

establish that Nizara‟s suicidal act was attributed to the demand of dowry and / or 

such cruelty by the accused, which compelled her to commit suicide. 

 

35. Though PW 1 and PW 9, the parents of the deceased have tried to portray 

that the accused demanded dowry and many a times, her daughter had come to 

there and reported that she had been beaten up by the accused for dowry and each 

time they sent her back, the defence has successfully contradicted the IO on this 

point, making it apparent that it is exaggeration and improvement on the part of the 

said witnesses and clearly an after thought.  

 

36. PW 1, PW 2 and PW 10 also narrated one incident which occurred one and a 

half month before the date of occurrence, in which it was stated that, the accused 

had tied the hands of Nizara. The accused in his statement of defence has admitted 

the latter and justified the same by stating that as his child was thrown to the 

ground by his wife, he had tied her hands with a gamusa and immediately gone to 

call his in-laws who were working in the field. Defence in its suggestion to PW 1 and 
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PW 9 have attempted to built up the probability of interference of PW 1 in the life of 

their daughter, especially that of the new born child, to be the cause of mental 

turmoil of the wife of the accused. 

 

37. Since the death occurred within 7 years of the marriage of the accused 

with that of Nizara, as stated by PW 1, presumption under section 113A of the 

Indian Evidence Act would be attracted only when it is shown that the woman 

committing suicide was subjected to cruelty by her husband or relatives. 

   

38. Cruelty (as defined for the purpose of section 498 A IPC) means (a) any 

wilful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the woman to commit 

suicide or cause grave injury or danger to life, limb or health (whether mental or 

physical) of woman; or (b) harassment of the woman where such harassment is 

with a view to coercing her or any person related to her to meet any unlawful 

demand for any property or valuable security or is on account of failure by her or 

any person related to her to meet such demand. 

 

39. In the instant case, as discussed herein before, demand of dowry by the 

accused has not been proved by the prosecution. Again, there is nothing on record 

which establishes that the conduct of the accused with his wife was such that she 

was driven to commit suicide. And as already stated before, there is no evidence of 

infliction of either physical or mental cruelty by the accused upon his wife, except 

the stray occurrence of the accused having tied the hands of his wife, which he 

stated was to save his minor child. PW 4 (MO) too did not detect any injury on the 

body of the deceased, apart from those which suggests and which is typically 

associated with suicidal hanging. 

 

40. Again, neither of the three ingredients of abetment as envisaged u/s 107 

IPC, that is, (i) instigation (ii) engaging in conspiracy for doing that thing and any 
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act or omission pursuant to the said conspiracy (iii) intentionally aiding by any act or 

illegal omission, the doing of that thing, is available in the instant case. 

 

41. Nothing adverse has been placed on record with regard to the relationship of 

the accused and Nizara. It is on record that the accused and Nizara had an affair 

and thereafter they married, which again belies the demand of dowry theory. On 

the other hand, the defence has successfully confronted the IO with regard to the 

evidence of PW 1 and PW 9, parents of the deceased in whose deposition there are 

embellishments, which albeit does not find corroboration from any quarters.     

 

42.  In view of the aforesaid discussion, it is held that the prosecution has failed 

to prove the charge against the accused Rintu Nath, beyond reasonable doubt, as 

such, the accused is acquitted of the charge u/s 304-B/306 IPC and set at liberty 

forthwith. 

 

43.  Considering the facts of the instant case, this matter is not referred to 

District Legal Services Authority for granting compensation u/s 357A Cr.P.C. 

 

44.   Send a copy of the order to Learned District Magistrate, Sonitpur u/s 365 

Cr.P.C. 

            The judgment is signed, sealed and pronounced in open court, in the 

presence of both sides, on this the 4th day of July, 2015. 

 

 

Additional Sessions Judge No. 2, 

                                                                                   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A-N-N-E-X-U-R-E 

1. Witnesses for Prosecution 

 PW 1: Sri Golap Baruah 

 PW 2: Smt Ritu Rajbonshi 

 PW 3: Ramesh Baishya 

 PW 4: Sri Bhadeswar Nath 

 PW 5: Smt Bhabani Debi 

 PW 6: Hara Kanta Nath 

 PW 7: Anima Debi 

 PW 8: Dr. Atul Kr. Kalita 

 PW 9: Tutu Baruah 

 PW 9: Smt Sangeeta Rajbonshi 

 PW 11: Sri Betharam Kalita 

 PW 12: Daneswar Deka 

2. Witnesses for Defence  : NIL 

3. Court Witnesses :  NIL 

4. Prosecution Exhibits: 

 Ext. 1: FIR 

 Ext 2: Post Mortem Report 

 Ext 3: Inquest Report 

 Ext 4: Dead body challan 

 Ext 5: Sketch Map 

 Ext 6: Charge Sheet 

 Ext:7: Statement of Smt Ritu Rajbonshi u/s 161 CrPC (Proved in original) 

 Ext 8: Statement of Ramesh Baishya  u/s 161 CrPC (Proved in original) 

 6. Material Exhibits: NIL 

 

                                                             Addl. Sessions Judge No.2 

                                                                 Sonitpur, Tezpur 


